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Abstract

rative research using both historical and modeled data, and

The Real-Time Environmental Information Network and halysis System ("AS)
is a distributed
system Supporting the conduct of regional environmental science resear& at the desk top. Continuous real-time data acquired from dispersed sensors
is stored in a logically integrated but physically distributed data base. An integrated problem-solving
environment is under development which supports
visualization and modeling. REINAS is intended
to provide insight into historical, current, and predicted oceanographicand meteorologicalconditions.
REINAS permits both collaborative and single-user
scientific work in a distributed environment.
Keywords: distributed data base, heterogeneous
data base, real-time data base, temporal data base,
scientific data base, geographical information system, environmental monitoring.

1 Introduction
The Real-Tme Environmental Information Network and Analysis System (REINAS) supports
regional-scale environmental science, monitoring,
and forecasting on a distributed system connected
by the Intemet. It is being developed by the University of California at Santa Cruz (UCSC), the Naval
Postgraduate School (NPS), and the Monterey Bay
Aquarium Research Institute (MBARI).
REINAS is designed to provide on the desk top:
e

0

A set of tools to configure and collect data from
instruments in the field in real time,
An integrated problem solving and visualiza-

tion system supporting individual and collabo*Supportedin part by the Office of Naval Researchunder Grant
N00014-92-J-1807.

*

Professionalsin the environmental sciences will have
the ability to observe, monitor, and analyze regional
oceanographic and meteorological phenomena from
their desk top.
REINAS serves different user groups: Operational
fovecasfers monitor current conditions, view standard
data products, synthesize new data views, and issue
forecasts and wamings. Modelers analyze new model
products and compare them with other models and
with past and present conditions. Experimental scientists collaborate with other scientists on-line, observe individual data fields as they are collected, and
may modify data collection methods for an on-going
experiment. Finally, instrument engineers add new
equipment to the system, access metadata describing individual devices and methods of calibration,
study maintenance records, and profile sensor quality.
Interactive real-time measurement, real-time monitoring, and retrospective data management using
REINAS provides forecasters and experimental scientists with a framework to plan their experiments,
expeditions, and monitoring activities. The special
focus on real-time observation and analysis allows
the oceanographic and meteorological communities
to identify phenomena as they occur and to react to
emerging phenomena and trends by changing the
nature and frequency of data collection at sites of
interest.
The integrated problem solving and visualization
environment provides scientists and forecasters with
pictures of environmental features, trends, and rela-
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A logically consistent distributed data base that
stores data in the data base independent of file
format and Which maintains metadata describing where and how data was Obtained (the data
base tracks data Pedigree)*

time and delivery often involves manual operations.
cientists will be able to Thus, researchers miss opportunities to coordinate
field with data generated data collection as phenomena occur.
System coin~gurationtools simplify instrumlent
engineering tasks, for instance, supporting easy ad- 3 REINAS System Architecture
dition of new instruments to the system. Instruments
can be connected to REINAS by both radio and terREINAS integrates group activity over the data life
restrial links.
cycle by supporting a common information model
ata base supports access to data collected by tracking individual data element and system ret people and institutions
source lineage. The architecture provides the fola logically consistent manner.
lowing benefits:
data continu~)uslyin real-time. The data base ~ e p arates users from many of the mechanical tasks of
@ Access to real-time and retrospective data,
agerment, as it is designed around an arThe performance required to support the most
integrating data from multiple instrumrmt
frequently requested products and services,
technologies, classes (numeric, text, and video), and
representations. Both scientific data and metadata
0 Access to resources and devices through a comare stored using a stable schema which maintains
mon data model supporting rapid system condata pedigree. An interactive electronic log book
figuration,
allows experimental scientists to keep notes easily
accessable.
@ Dynamic control of devices for real-time interactive scientific investigation,

2
In real-time environmentalscience, data collecticm,
data delivery, and data transformation activitiesfeed
the iterative processes of data analysis, modeling,
and visualization. This information life cycle (see
Figure 1) begins when instruments produce basic
measurements. Such raw measurements are often
inaccurate or in units meaningless in a broad context (a thermistor voltage representing temperature,
for example). Calibration algorithms must then be
applied to measurements to obtain usable observations. O b s e ~ ~ a t ~ o
are
n soften sparse and irregular
and must be assimilated into a consistent representation of the phenomena being observed. Models are
often used iteratively to support data assimilation
and in generating forecasts. Finally, visualization
is used to present data. Observations and data are
often useless to other researchers since data set pedigree, calibration algorithm information, and specific
sampling method information are unavailable.
Qur sources produce measurements in many formats including land based weather stations, ships,
buoys, aircraft, radars, and satellites. Data from any
of these data :sources must be exchanged between
systems using data exchange standards adopted by
national and international weather centers. While
observations from many sources are provided by
operational networks, these data is often not real-

0

Fault tolerant data collection avoiding data loss
due to communication link failures, and

a

Security features restricting user access and control with respect to data and equipment.

3.1 System Organization
As shown in Figure 2, REINAS consists of three
subsystems. The instrumentation subsystem collects
data in a standard portable format. The datu base subsystem stores data and provides a framework for data
manipulation. The user subsystem provides users access to the instrument and data base subsystems and
supports visualization and modeling applications.
Each subsystem has its own logical network defined
by ownership and operational characteristics. Functionality is distributed throughout these networks,
with computation occuring at the most appropriate
location.
The instrumentation subsystem nodes contain sensors attached to PCs running BSD/386l and connected to the Internet. Each PG converts data to a
common format, writes the data to a local lo
transmits the data to data base nodes. Configuration and control functions for specific instruments
are executed on the FC.
'A Unix-like operating system distributed by Berkeley Sofware
Design Inc., Colorado Springs, CO.
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Figure 2: REINAS Logical Architecture
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Data transmitted to a data base node is received
by a merge server process and written to a data base
load log. A dafa base loader process then reads the
log and writes into the data base. Data is also read
from the log into a memory resident real-time cache
which contains the most current data values. User
applications access data from both the historical data
base and the real-time cache using a REINAS runtime library which communicates with a data base
node distributor process.
The REINAS application run-time library implements a REINAS API (Application Programming Interface). The ,API provides a standard programming
model for accessing and controlling both data base
and instrument subsystems and for retrieving data.
The run-time library also contains visualization support routines.
REINAS stores individual data elements in relational data bilse tables along with sufficient information to locate related data. Many data feeds, including real-time instrumentation, produce data in
simple file formats. The diversity of such file formats create a considerable operational problem lor
scientificsoftware. An important goal of the REINAS
data base schema design effort has been to subsume
these file formats.
The data base is fundamentally organized around
a set of data time-series. The data elements of ealch
unique scientific data type are stored in a table specific to that type. Data elements are primarily indexed by time regardless of the location from which
the data was obtained. Each data element is tagged
with its location. This design supports the rapid
playback and display of data in the same temporal
order in which it was obtained in real-time.

The data base load pafh consists of all the processing that must be performed between the raw data
feed and the data base. New devices are added to
REINAS by writing a device manager. Device managers implement a specific load path and are similar
to device drivers in that they follow a standard documented framework and convert raw I/O into data
recognizable to the system. A load path progrannmer must write five functions in a specified manner
to implement a new device manager. The typical device manager so far requires between two thousand
to four thousand lines of code.

REINAS treats data base systems as SQL engines.
Any SQL data base can be used by a REINAS system
by writing a REINAS data base driver which implements a small set of standard data base functions.

3.2 Advantages of the Architecture
Given this architecture, resources can be duplicated throughout the system and subsystems can
communicate with multiple instances of other subsystems in higher and lower layers. For instance,
instruments can provide input to multiple data base
subsystems, and a data base subsystem can receive
input from more than one instrument subsystem.
The design of each subsystem is optimized toward
a specific task. The data base subsystem is optimized
for data manipulation and storage through the use
of the Andrew File System (AFS), large storage devices, and large data base servers. Computationally
expensive applications can run on specialized compute nodes without impacting other nodes in the
system.
Separation of concerns between layers makes the
system extensible through the development of regular interfaces between machines on different layers.
Since the layers communicate through the Internet,
any machine on the Internet can be added through a
protocol conforming to the appropriate interface.
REINAS contributes to scientific productivity by
eliminating the need for each researcher to invent
their own file handling routines. REINAS effectively
does any data parsing that is required during the first
steps of the data load process. Thus, researchers that
implement a scientific application using the REINAS
API effectively have direct access to the data with
which they work in binary format. Unlike file specific applications, REINAS applications should continue to be of value regardless of the specific data
feed or format.
The time-series data base design supports rapid
multimedia style playback of recorded events. As
data values are retrieved in temporal order they can
be overlaid on spatial displays.
The REINAS device manager implements a realtime load path, as opposed to the manual load path
often used in conventional scientific data bases. We
hope to build up a library of device managers covering a number of standard device and data feed types.
Conventional scientific air/ocean instruments are
often supported by small embedded data acquisition
computers called dafa loggers. Data loggers often
store information for long periods while the data is
acquired. With REINAS, any Internet node can be
used as a datalogger which provides interactive realtime access and instrument control.
The REINAS data base drivers provide a common
SQL interface to several different data base products.
For example, the same REINAS application program
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can thus access data in either an Oracle or Illustra
data base engine. This is a non-trivial capability,
as numerous small differences exist between SQL
implementations, for instance, in areas such as date
and time formats.
Many of the advantages of the IEINAS system result from the use of a common applicationAPI on top
of different data bases, networks, and operating systems. The term middleware has recently been applied
to software of this nature, as it occupies the ’middle’
between applications and specific operating systems,
data bases, and networks.

3.3 Status
REWAS currently obtains real-time measurements from meteorological stations, wind profjler
(ocean surface current radars), and
current profilers ( [SI).
The REINAS data base currently exists in three
a ~ ~ ~ a - ~implementations
evel
for the Ingres, Iflustra,
and Oracle data base management systems (DBMS)
[$I. All three data bases use the same base schema.
Current engineering work centers on developing administration, browsing, and DBA tools using Tcl/Tk
and Motif [IO, 91, automating the device manager development process, developing device managers for
addit~ona~
devices, and developing a consistent API
visualization environment. A surprisingly
number of time representations are used by
scientific instrumentation. We hope to develop a sinlibrary of time manipulation functions that satisfy
a needs. Model data remains to be integrated into
the data base. Long range plans include expanding
the data base subsystem into a muhidata base to provide REINAS users with data managed by different
zations using different DBMS.
prototype visualization environment containing
approximately $0 thousand lines of C code has been
developed on §GI platforms using IRIS GL [Il, 12,8].
A collaborativevisualization extension allows scientists to build visualizations in a shared workspace
I1

technology is currently being used by projects such
as SEQUOIA 2000 to support large environmental
data bases [16,1]. Systems such as BADGER are being built which focus on coastal or regional air/ocean
science and apply geographical information systems
(GIS) and visualization techniques [7’,2,6], REINAS
differs from SEQUOIA 2000 and BADGER in its emphasis on real-time desk-top experimentation and
its regional focus. REINAS expands on the approach
of other systems by providing a common integrated
data model to enhance the value of the scientific data
collected.
Developing data base schemata tracking the metadata associated with a scientific enterprise or scientific discipline is an ongoing activity [3]. The REINAS
model supports the oceanographic m d meteorological communities and has broad environmental application.
REINAS applies and extends many traditional
computer science techniques. Distributed system
techniques are applied in the areas of security, naming, and client-server application design [4, 141.
Although designed to be implemented using any
conventional relational data base supporting SQL,
REINAS uses an object-oriented data base design
specific to the problem domain [5,15].

5 Conclusions
The REINAS system has been designed for regional real-time environmentalmonitoring and analysis. REINAS is a modern system for conducting
interactive real-time coastal air/ocean science on the
Internet. The data base design of REINAS is independent of specific data base technology and is designed
to support operational scientific needs throughput
the entire scientific data life-cycle. REWAS supports
extensibility through clearly a clearly defined API,
device management utilities, and data access tools.
Current user applications support real-time and retrospective visualization of environmental data.

e REINAS system software has been implemented in portable ANSI C. The system software is
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